Situation Based surveying

More uniformity and updating in the surveying process

Why situation based surveying?

Use resources effectively
Determine relevant measure points
Interpret regulations with changes
More uniformity
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Target Audience

- Controling
- Processing
- Visualise boundary
- Surveying
- Maintenance Cadastral Map
- Archiving
- Reconstruction

Developing the workshops

Task
Trainers
Training Materials
Testing
Time investment
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The workshops

Use Resources effectively, uniformity, relevant measurepoints, regulations

11-12-2013 Workshop background & visualise the Boundary (6h)
01-2014 Workshop surveying (6h)
02-2014 Workshop Processing (4h)

Preparation management & surveying experts

10-2013 Workshop for management and workshop for surveying Experts (4h)
03-2014 Workshop Companies providing measurement Data (3h)

Lessons learned

“A journey of thousand miles start with the first step”
Mahatma Ghandi
This way we measure in the Netherlands
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